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YTD the wirehouse channel has experienced $113Bn positive flows for passive and 

outflows of $232Bn for active strategies

Wirehouse firms have long been considered the most powerful distribution outlets for 
asset managers’ full range of offerings.  The four firms that comprise this group 

(Merrill Lynch, Morgan Stanley, Wells Fargo and UBS) collectively account for 49,000 
advisors or 22% of current producers, as tracked by Broadridge’s proprietary database 

of more than 220,000 FAs. 

Total client assets at wirehouses now tally $7.9 trillion of which $2.9 trillion or 37% is 
accounted for by managed account programs (up from 24% in 2009) that embody 

client demand for consultative advice in a fee-based arrangement. Broadridge expects 
fee-programs at wirehouses to accelerate now that the DOL Rule has been vacated 

and attention can turn back to building out unified managed account programs which 
enable a product-agnostic experience for both FAs and clients alike. Such programs 

draw heavily on passive products. And while passive funds currently account for a 
growing 34% share of wirehouses’ total $1.96 trillion in MF and ETF, the dichotomy 

reflected by positive flows into passive (and outflows from active) reflects key trends 
that will continue to shape the distribution landscape.
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